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DIFFERENTIATOR
can be defined as a business’ attribute and uniqueness 
values that clearly separates it from the competition in

a particular marketplace.
A key differentiator should be unique,

measurable and defendable.

HISTORY
We were small, then bigger, then the 
biggest... well not yet, but things go well
when you treat every customer like they
are your best customer.

INVENTORY
We stock it! If you need something you
probably need it fast so we keep it on 
hand... as well as on the shelf.

TEAM
Professionals, 3M trained installers,
HP certified technicians, G7 trained
colour technicians and overall 
nice people!

TIMING
Rock around the clock! With
extended multi-shift production.
We put the turn in turnaround.

VALUE
We built our business on billboard and 
billboard is the cheapest printing there
is... so we know value and deliver it.

LOCATION
We have teams in Regina, Saskatoon
and Calgary to serve your regional needs. 
3 days or less for shipping to 
80%+ of Canada's population.

CAPACITY
We have over capacity and 
redundancy. If you need it we 
can do it.

MISSION/VISION
Print professionals embracing kaizen
philosophies while earning the trust of 
our clients.

QUALITY

When you print high volume low margin
products there is no room for error. 
We’re still open so we don’t screw up much. 

COMMUNICATION
One email hits the whole team so no 
vacation responders. Our work order is
our voice, so no guess work.

PRINT   •   FLEET   •   ARCHITECTURAL   •   TRADE SHOW

sales@sleeksigns.com

CALGARY

1.833.359.7709

REGINA

sleeksigns.com

SASKATOON

Gatefold Brochure V.23

Centrally located...Nationally focused

TRUST
Our company is built on trust. We earn the trust of our customers by trusting our
team and processes to give you what you ask for when you need it. 

PROFESSIONALISM
We strongly believe that the only real differentiator we have is our people. We
invest in our people and the ROI goes back to our clients through the expertise that
comes from a career minded professional.  

KAIZEN
The thing about continuous improvement is that when you look back you see how
poorly you did things before. We listen, we respond and we proactively look for
improvements which will provide value to our clients.  

CORE PRINCIPLES  :



To order contact sales@sleeksigns.com or call 1.833.359.7709To order contact sales@sleeksigns.com or call 1.833.359.7709

TRADESHOW
You spend the money on the space so let us help you get the ROI. We offer the 
same catalogue of Chinese made crap everyone else does. The difference we 
know what crap works and what crap, well, is crap. Let us walk you through the 
options, tell you the pros and cons and get you what is going to make you the talk 
of the aisle.

PRESENCE BUILDERS
Whether it is a special event, special product or special person let’s get people to 
notice. There are lots of opportunities to draw attention and knowing the law helps 
keep them up. We support our clients in making sure we offer exposure without 
exposure to having them removed. We look for innovative ways to get your brand 
out there.

BANNER STAND
Easy to carry, easy to ship 
and easy to set up. These are 
a favorite of anyone that sells 
anything!

BOOTH
If you have to stand, 
you may as well stand 
in front of your brand.

 

NAME DURABILITY COST COOLNESS

POP up stretch fabric 
displays

$$

Banner stands $

Table cloths/skirts $

Ceiling rings $

Backlit backdrops $$$

Carpet decals $

Standees $$

Brochure racks $

Crowd control (you’re  
gonna need it)  

$$

= Light = Durable

NAME DURABILITY COST COOLNESS

Feather flags $

Sidewalk signs $

Sandwich boards $

Mini billboards $

Billboards $

Street pole banners $$

Pedway/building wraps $$$

Posters $

Lawn signs $

Fence banners $

Scaffold banners $$

= Light = Durable

Make and impact while 
giving a surface for 
displaying your literature.

KIOSKS

ARCHITECTURAL
If you have a surface, we have a product. We print with the latest in Latex technology, 
clean air certified, no VOC, odorless awesomeness. Bring in your brand out of the 
cold and onto the floors, windows, or walls. Whether you are looking for privacy, 
directional, aesthetic, safety or protective the options are endless.

NAME DURABILITY COST COOLNESS

Anti-slip Floor graphics $

Wallpaper $

Dry erase boards $$

Anti-graffiti graphics $$$

Cinder block wraps $$$

Brick ultra-conformable 
vinyl

 
$$$

Di-Noc architectural 
finishes

$$$

Frosting $$

Perforated vinyl $$

Acoustic damping 
graphics

$$

MATRIX FRAMES
The world of silicone edge graphics is exploding. Stretch fabrics offer easy shipping, 
vibrant large scale displays, without the cost and inconvenience/permanence 
of professional application. We offer high quality aluminum extrusion frames 
assembled with a simple allen key. Matte finish, sound dampening, reusable, staff 
installed fabric. This is the best thing to happen to silicone … well, ever!

NAME DURABILITY COST COOLNESS

Wall graphics $

Directional signage $

Room dividers $$

Backlit graphics $$$

Free standing displays $$

Ceiling suspended 
graphics

$$$

Structures $$$

Custom configurationss $$$

FLOOR
When you stand on 
something it stands 
out. Floor decals 
are uncommon and 
people are less likely 
to walk by with out 
noticing them.

DRY ERASE
Boardrooms don’t 

need boards if they 
have walls and a dry 
erase decal – custom 

prints or just white.

FROSTING
Frosted films provide  
privacy, labeling and  
aesthetics while being 
much more economical 
than other window  
treatments.

WALL GRAPHICS

Quick change  
without the need for 
a professional with a 
matte finish.

FREE STANDING DISPLAY
Free standing double sided 

graphics lit or non lit allow for 
high impact in high traffic.

EASY ASSEMBLY
If it is good enough for 
Ikea, it is good enough for 
Matrix frames. Assemble 
everything in minutes with 
colour coded easy to 
assemble materials.

= Light = Durable

= Light = Durable

SPECIALTY
Since you are special, we do specialty prints. We know that competing for 
eyeballs and getting noticed isn’t easy. We have state of the art cutting/routing/
creasing equipment that allows you to make something that stands out.

NAME DURABILITY COST COOLNESS

Puzzles $

Boxes $

Standees

Cut 3D lettering $$$

Magnets $$

Coasters $

Point of purchase $$

$$

Labels $

Silicone edge  
graphics

$$

Canvas $$

FLEET GRAPHICS
We print billboards and you drive one. Let us make the most of your f l e et by 
bringing your brand to the streets. People like to know what’s going on next door 
so let your vehicle tell your tale. Remember a white van driving up slowly 
offering candy doesn’t scream candy vendor. Oh yeah and we have 3M trained 
professional installers to make sure it stays put.   

NAME CAST CALENDAR COST

Work trucks $

Decal packages $

Pack vans $$

Charter buses $$

Semi wraps $$$

Pack vans $$

Vans $$

Trailers $

Trains $$$

Safety/compliance 
labeling

$

White Broncos $$

PUZZLES
Short run variable graphic 
custom puzzles make for lots 
of fun.

STANDEES
Stand up and stand out  

with standing custom cut  
graphics.

COASTERS
Special events made  
more special with  
coasters any shape, 
any size, any 
amount.

MOVING VAN
Moving trucks are 
a moving 
billboard. Get  
your brand into  
residential areas 
where advertising 
is limited but your 
reach is not.

TRAILERS
Trailers are a great 
opportunity for 
branding and a 
branded trailer, just 
like a cow, is less 
likely to disappear 
in the night.

TRUCKS
Decal packages 

can be a cost 
effective way to add  

 professionalism to your  
onsite presence.

= Light = Durable

There are endless uses for rigid materials. We do everything from shape cut 
standees, display panels, to coasters, puzzles and custom boxes. But let’s be 
honest, most of the time we are cutting sheets into simple squares and the odd 
rectangle. We have flatbed printers for direct printing and a mounting table that 
allows for precise application when we are looking for an vinyl application.

CARDBOARD
Make a custom short run box 

and showcase your brand 
while packaging your  

product.

COROPLAST
Lawn signs are effective and
inexpensive branding.

DIBOND
Strength durability and
versatility when you want it to  
last – Alupanel’s the product.

ITEM INDOOR OUTDOOR LONG-TERM SHORT-TERM

Coroplast

Bubble X

Alupanel

Styrene

Sintra

Gatorfoam

Cardboard

Card Stock

Signply

Foamcore

RIGID

ROLL
Rolled media is so diverse that our team roll their eyes when they hear a new 
attribute of the latest and greatest material. But seriously, when you get rolling on 
the possibilities … Sorry we’ll stop! Cast/calendared, monomeric/polymeric, air 
release/pressure sensitive, removable/re-positionable/permanent whatever you 
need we have experts that will roll out the red carpet to get you what you need 
(we couldn’t help ourselves).

NAME
CAST/  

CALENDARED
REMOVABILITY

SHORT TERM/
LONG TERM

COST

SELF ADHESIVE VINYL

Oracal 3641 and 3621 3621 3641 $

3M

3M IJ180C - vehicle wrap vinyl Easy Long $$$

3M LX 480 - Ultra conform PVC free 
vinyl

Easy
Long

$$$

3M 40C-10 - removable Easy Long $

3M - IJ3630-20 light diffusing backlit Hard Long $$

SAV - SPECIALTY

High intensity and engineer grade 
reflective

Hard Long $$$$

PhotoTEX - repositionable fabric Easy Short $$

Flexcon Cast Perf - 60/40 Easy Long $$

3M IJ 3662 sidewalk Hard Long $$$

NAME INDOOR OUTDOOR SHORT-TERM
LONG-
TERM

BANNER

Flexface backlit or Block out - 20 oz

Scrim 13oz - (Gloss/Matte)

MESH 8oz -

Super smooth PET stay flat block out

Types of Paper
Blue Back billboard paper • Premium poster paper • Transit bristol • MXM

MESH
Mesh banners allow 
the air to flow through 
and your banner to look 
great while staying put.

CAST FILMS
Cover what you 

thought wasn’t possible 
by applying cast films 

to textured surfaces.

DIE CUT STICKERS
Why circle or square when 
you can do any shape in 
the book? Stick(er) out with 
custom cut decals.

FEATHER FLAGS
You see them everywhere because you 
see them, they work and we sell em’. 

SIDEWALK SIGNS
Watch where you’re 
walking, or where 
they’re walking, because 
these signs work.

BILLBOARDS
The biggest more cost 
effective medium and 
we turn them out fast!


